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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method and a System for perSon/speaker verification via 
different communications Systems. The System may include 
a control logic (SL) having access to a voice-controlled 
dialog system (DS) having verification dialogs Stored for 
querying, a biometrics customer profile (BK), in which the 
personal biometric data of customers are Stored and a 
provider database (PD), which contains information regard 
ing protected database areas and Services in conjunction 
with the biometric methods authorized for verification. The 
method for perSon/speaker verification is designed to ascer 
tain, transmit, analyze and evaluate via telecommunications 
Systems the different personal biometric data that are Suit 
able to establish unequivocally the access authorization of a 
CuStOmer. 
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METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR PERSON/SPEAKER 
VERIFICATION VA COMMUNICATIONS 

SYSTEMS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 

APPLICATION(S) 
0001. The present application claims priority to Applica 
tion No. 102004014.416.8, filed in the Federal Republic of 
Germany on Mar. 18, 2004, which is expressly incorporated 
herein in its entirety by reference thereto. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to a system and a 
method for perSon/speaker verification of participants via 
different communications Systems. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

0003. It is available to identify a telecommunications line 
via the line identification CLI (calling line identification), 
ANI (automatic number identification), IP address (Internet 
protocol address) or HLR (home location register) transmit 
ted in various telecommunications networks. 

0004. It is possible to differentiate individual users of one 
telecommunications line based on a query for a personal 
identifier such as a PIN, for example. The PIN in this context 
is a personal Secret number by which the user proves his or 
her identity with respect to a system. 
0005 Voice recognition systems and speaker recognition 
Systems are also available. In Voice recognition Systems, it 
is the content of the spoken utterance that is recognized. The 
generally available voice recognition Systems are based on 
Voice recognition algorithms Such as, for example, by SyS 
tems providers nuance communications or Temic, which are 
able to recognize a larger number of words in real-time. 
0006 If algorithms of this kind are used for the voice 
controlled operation of, for example, the functions of a 
telecommunications terminal, then there is the problem of 
recognizing/identifying a concrete user. This problem is 
Solved by Speaker recognition Systems. This group includes 
Speaker Verification Systems. In Speaker verification SyS 
tems, the identity asserted by a perSon is checked by 
analyzing a Sample of the Voice of this perSon. The principle 
of Speaker verification is based on the assumption that every 
perSon can be uniquely identified by their voice. The Secu 
rity Standard of a design approach of this kind depends on 
how well the verification algorithm is able to differentiate 
the Voice of an authorized user from all unauthorized users. 
This principle, however, requires considerable investments 
in time and effort to conduct a training process of the 
respective verification System that is required in this design 
approach. 
0007 Additional available biometric person/speaker 
Verification Systems are based, for example, on the compari 
Son of a fingerprint, the comparison of hand geometry, the 
comparison of the retina, the comparison of the face or a 
comparison of the Signature. 
0008 Another available design approach for establishing 
the identity of a perSon is based on the technology of 
verification with the aid of verbal information (VIV). This 
concerns information that is known Solely to the participant 
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to be verified and the content of which with reference to 
question and response was established between the Service 
provider and the participant to be verified in a proceSS prior 
to the Verification as Such. This can be, for example, a 
personal legitimization Statement, a PIN, a place of birth, a 
birth name or a residential address. 

0009. Thus, for example, German reference DE 195 27 
022 C2 purportedly describes a method for authenticating 
Service users, particularly for authenticating users of a 
language value-added Service, Virtual card calling (VCC) 
and authentication card, in which for each Service user a Set 
of information established individually for the user, made up 
of a number of queries and a number of associated 
responses, is Stored. One or more queries are Selected from 
the Set of queries and are Sent to the user for reply. Only if 
the responses entered by the customer match the respective 
centrally Stored responses to the questions, will the user be 
granted access to the requested Service. This design 
approach is based on a Self-contained Set of information 
made up of questions and the corresponding answers, which 
was previously coordinated with the user. 
0010 Reference DE 698 00320 T2 purportedly concerns 
a method and a device for Speaker recognition based on 
verifying verbal information by forced decoding. This 
design approach is also based on Verifying the Verbal 
informational content, which is contained in an utterance 
made by the Speaker. Speaker Verification here occurs on the 
basis of a forced decoding of the spoken utterance, which is 
based on a special legitimization Statement, which is 
assigned to a specified Speaker. This design approach also 
has recourse to a text already arranged with the user. 
0011 Reference DE 698 14195 T2 purportedly concerns 
a device for Speaker recognition or a speaker recognition 
method, in which the Speaker verification occurs upon the 
query of a identifier, a previously coordinated text and a 
codeword from the participant to be verified. 
0012 Reference DE 1981 2897 purportedly concerns a 
method for providing telecommunications-based Services, in 
which via a dialogue a customer is provided with a variant 
from a plurality of possible Services, which he requires for 
Solving his problem or his Service request. To this end, it is 
Verified whether the customer has access to the terminal 
configuration required for this variant or that the customer's 
terminal configuration Supports the Service or Service com 
bination on which the variant is based. 

0013 Available design approaches for person recognition 
are mostly individual solutions. This is also true of verifi 
cation Systems based on the evaluation of personal biometric 
data. In these Systems, acceSS is granted to an area or Service 
protected by this System following a Successful verification. 
If the Verification is not Successful, acceSS is denied, or an 
additional verification attempt is conducted, e.g., according 
to the principle of verification by verbal information. This 
applies also to Services offered by Service providers who 
restrict access to their Services with the aid of a biometric 
method. 

0014. In the “mobile Society', there is an ever-increasing 
need to be able to acceSS databases of Service providers or 
to make use of Services of Service providers in any place and 
at any time, preferably via the Internet. Mobile access to 
these Services, however, requires a special Security manage 
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ment, which guarantees access to internal data or protected 
areas and Services with the required Security. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0.015 Embodiments of the present invention provide a 
design approach to grant a customer access in case of need 
to a plurality of options for perSon/speaker verification 
within the Scope of a complex Security management. 
0016 Embodiments include a method and a system 
which Supports particularly mobile access for customers to 
database areas or Services of a Service provider which are 
preferably Secured by biometric Security Systems. 
0017 Embodiments of the present invention relate to a 
System and a method for perSon/speaker verification. Com 
ponents of the System are a control logic SL having acceSS 
tO 

0018 a voice-controlled dialog system DS having 
verification dialogs (verification query module V) 
Stored for query. 

0019 a module for determining the telecommunica 
tions line TA 

0020 a database for biometrics customer profiles 
BD, in which the biometrics customer profiles BK 
are Stored and 

0021) 
0022. Embodiments of the present invention include a 
method for perSon/speaker verification is designed to ascer 
tain, transmit, analyze and evaluate via telecommunications 
Systems the different personal biometric data that are Suit 
able to establish unequivocally the access authorization of a 
customer. While observing the Security requirements neces 
Sary for access, this allows a customer to exhaust all 
available verification options for granting an authorized 
customer access to a protected database area or to a pro 
tected service offered by a service provider. 

a provider database PD. 

0023. According to the present invention, for every cus 
tomer, according to the customer's communications data and 
communications behavior, an individual biometricS cus 
tomer profile BK is established and stored in a database for 
biometrics customer profiles BD. For this purpose, the 
communications data refer to the terminals or terminal 
configurations available to the customer. The communica 
tions behavior refers to the communications offerings nor 
mally used by the customer, which are offered for example 
Via databases, database areas and Services from Service 
providers. The biometrics customer profile BK according to 
the present invention may also contain all terminals and 
terminal configurations available to the customer, which are 
Suitable for a verification using biometric data. To this end, 
every terminal or every terminal configuration is linked to 
the corresponding line identification. The line identification 
makes it possible a) unequivocally to identify a terminal or 
a terminal configuration and b) to assign it unequivocally to 
the owner of the line. At the Same time, every terminal and 
every terminal configuration and thus also every line iden 
tification is assigned the biometric method, via which a 
Verification proceSS can be technically implemented using 
the terminal or the terminal configuration. 
0024. To prepare his individual biometrics customer pro 

file BK, the customer must register prior to use. In a 
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registration process, all of the customer's biometric basic 
data, which are possible on the basis of his terminals or 
terminal configuration, are ascertained and Stored in his 
individual biometrics customer profile BK. 
0025. As a result of the registration process, there exists 
in a database for biometrics customer profiles BD for every 
customer an individual biometricS customer profile BK, 
which makes it possible to provide for the customer, accord 
ing to the technical possibilities of his terminals or terminal 
configurations, if needed, automatically and in Succession all 
Verification options authorized for accessing a protected 
database are or Service. 

0026 If a customer, for whom a biometrics customer 
profile BK has already been prepared, calls a portal, on 
which the design approach according to the present inven 
tion is implemented as System approach E, and requests 
access to a biometrically protected database area or Service 
D, then a matrix-like Structured control logic SL, which has 
access to a module for determining the telecommunications 
line TA and the database for biometrics customer profiles 
BD, recognizes on the basis of the line identification of the 
terminal or the terminal configuration used by the customer 
for the call in comparison with the data of the biometrics 
customer profile BK, which terminals or terminal configu 
rations are available to the customer for a verification by 
biometric methods. By the destination number selected by 
the customer, it is possible to detect which Service the 
customer is requesting or to which protected database area 
or service D secured by biometric verification methods the 
customer requests access. On the basis of a provider data 
base PD, in which all database areas or Services in conjunc 
tion with the respective access addresses/acceSS call num 
bers and acceSS conditions offered on the portal are Stored, 
the matrix-like Structured control logic SL ascertains the 
acceSS conditions, which control the customer's access to 
the requested database area or Service D. Access conditions 
in the sense of the present invention is the list of the 
biometric verification methods authorized for accessing 
requested Service D. 
0027 Control logic SL compares the terminals and ter 
minal configurations available to the customer with the 
acceSS requirements established for requested Service D. 
This comparison determines which verification options 
authorized for the respective service D are available to the 
customer on the basis of his terminals or terminal configu 
ration. The data thus ascertained are provided to a Voice 
controlled dialog system DS, via which the further interac 
tion for realizing the customer's acceSS request occurs. 
0028. Within the framework of appropriately prepro 
grammed dialogs, dialog System DS offers the customer in 
Succession from all the verification options authorized for 
the respective Service D in Succession those verification 
options that are technically accessible to the customer. The 
dialog between dialog System DS and the customer con 
trolled via control logic SL in connection with Voice 
controlled dialog System DS is continued until on the basis 
of a Successful verification attempt the access to the 
requested service D is enabled or until all verification 
options authorized for Service D and Supported by the 
customer's terminal configuration are exhausted. The design 
approach, of course, also offers the possibility of making 
access to a Secured area or Service D dependent on the 
verification via at least two different verification methods. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0029 FIG. 1 shows a possible architecture for imple 
menting the Service with the aid a block diagram. 
0030 FIG. 2 shows a possible flow chart for the verifi 
cation process. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0.031 FIG. 1 shows an exemplary method according to 
the present invention, in which the customer possesses a PC 
having a Scanner A, a cellular telephone having a built-in 
camera B and a fax machine C. 

0032) Via his PC having Scanner A, the customer dials 
the portal, on which the design approach according to the 
present invention is implemented as System E, and expresses 
his request for access to the desired Service D Secured by 
biometric Verification methods. The customer's acceSS 
request or the destination number/destination address of 
requested service D is recorded either within the framework 
of a voice dialog between the customer and dialog system 
DS of the portal or on the basis of the data entered by the 
customer. At the same time, the line of the terminal, from 
which the customer is calling, is also identified. The record 
ing of the caller's line identification and of the destination 
number/destination address dialed by the caller occurs via a 
module for determining telecommunications line TA. Via 
the database for biometrics customer profiles BD, to which 
all biometrics customer profiles BK of the customers par 
ticipating in the System are assigned, the customer-specific 
data, contained in the biometrics customer profile BK, of the 
customer associated with the line identification are recorded 
by way of the line identification and transmitted to control 
logic SL. 
0033. The matrix-like configured control logic SL estab 
lishes a connection to provider database PD. By comparing 
the data stored in provider database PD with the destination 
number/destination address, to which the customer is 
requesting access, control logic SL records and evaluates the 
Service D requested by the customer and the biometric 
verification methods authorized for service D. 

0034. Within the framework of the exemplary embodi 
ment, the biometric verification methods listed below are 
authorized for Service D requested by the customer: 

0035 1. Verification on the basis of speaker recog 
nition by comparing the Speech parameters of a 
codeword, 

0036 2. Verification on the basis of face recognition, 
0037 3. Verification on the basis of comparing a 
fingerprint. 

0038. On the basis of the data from provider database PD, 
control logic SL establishes a connection to the database for 
biometrics customer profiles BD, in which the individual 
biometrics customer profiles BK of the customers authorized 
for service D are stored. The connection between customer 
and the Service requested by the customer results in this 
instance from the line identification of the customer's ter 
minal and of the destination number/destination address of 
the requested Service dialed by the customer. 
0.039 Via the line identification of the customer terminal, 
via which the customer accessed the portal, here the PC 
having Scanner A and having the IP address as line identi 
fication, control logic SL ascertains the individual biomet 
rics customer profile BK of the respective customer and 
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thereby also the verification options available to the cus 
tomer within the Scope of his terminals or his terminal 
configuration. In the exemplary embodiment, the customer 
possesses, in addition to the PC having Scanner A, a cellular 
telephone having camera B and a fax machine C. On account 
of these terminals or terminal configurations, the following 
methods for the verification by biometric features are avail 
able to the customer for accessing Service D: 
0040 PC, A: signature, fingerprint/handprint (PC having 
Scanner) 
0041 Cell phone w/camera, B: face recognition, retina 
Scanning, Voice recognition 
0042 Fax machine, C: Signature, fingerprint/handprint 
0043. Following the comparison of the biometric meth 
ods established in the provider database PD for access to the 
requested Service D with the data of biometricS customer 
profile BK of the calling customer, control logic SL ascer 
tains the biometric verification methods available to the 
customer on the basis of his terminals or terminal configu 
rations. 

0044) In the exemplary embodiment, the customer has 
available all verification options that are authorized alterna 
tively in the context of the requested Service. 
0045 For individual biometric verification methods, the 
customer for the most part even has Several terminals 
available. Thus, for example, Verification may be performed 
with the aid of the fingerprint and the Signature of the 
customer via the customer's PC A, Since a Scanner is 
connected to the customer's PC A. At the Same time, 
however, the customer also has a fax machine C available 
for the same verification options. 
0046) The possible verification methods ascertained via 
control logic SL are Subjected to an automatic evaluation 
with respect to the order of the verification methods to be 
offered to the customer in Succession. 

0047 A meaningful selection of the order in which the 
possible verification methods are offered to the customer 
achieves an effect that was not to be expected before. This 
effect additionally increases Security during verification and 
is achieved by the fact that in the transition from one 
verification method to another verification method the 
means of a discontinuity of media is used in a targeted 
manner. A discontinuity of media in this context means that 
a change of the verification method is also followed by a 
change of the medium of communication via which the 
verification is to be performed. For the exemplary embodi 
ment, in which the customer has accessed the portal via the 
Internet, this would mean that the customer for his first 
Verification attempt is offered, for example, Verification via 
his cellular telephone B. In case the verification attempt via 
cellular telephone B cannot be concluded Successfully, the 
customer is offered as a Second verification option, for 
example, Verification via the fixed network with the inclu 
Sion of his fax machine C. 

0048. Following an automatic determination of the order 
in which the verification options are to be offered to the 
customer, which occurred according to the above-mentioned 
Selection principle, control logic SL establishes Via dialog 
System DS, in connection with a verification query module 
V, the first connection to the customer's terminal, via which 
the customer is to be asked to carry out the Verification 
procedure. In the exemplary embodiment, control logic SL 
activates the customer's cellular telephone B. If the cus 
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tomer accepts the call on his cellular telephone B, he will be 
asked Via Voice-controlled dialog System DS, for example, 
Verbally to enter an agreed password for the Voice recogni 
tion. Following the submission of the password, the Sub 
mitted password is compared via control logic SL with the 
language profile Stored in biometricS customer profile BK 
for the customer for Speaker recognition. In the case of a 
match of the language parameters, control logic SL clearS 
the connection to service D dialed by the customer and the 
customer is automatically connected to the requested Service 
D. If the customer's first verification attempt was not suc 
cessful, this is recognized by control logic SL. In this case, 
control logic SL initiates a Second Verification attempt 
according to the previously established order. The Second 
Verification attempt may be offered to the customer via his 
fax C. Via fax C, for example, the customer may be asked 
to provide his signature or an image of the palm of his hand. 
When providing the Signature, the Signature received from 
the customer via fax is compared with the customer's 
Sample signature Stored in the customer's biometricS cus 
tomer profile BK. In the event of a match, the customer is 
automatically granted access to the Service he requested. 
0049 According to the principles described above, the 
customer is offered in Succession all verification options, 
which are authorized for access to the requested Service. To 
this end, all options available to the customer within the 
Scope of his terminals or terminal configuration and the 
localities of the communications Systems are exhausted. 
0050 Embodiments of the present invention provides a 
design approach that makes a customer's access to databases 
and Services protected by biometric verification methods 
Significantly easier. This design approach provides that a 
Separation may be made between the verification proceSS 
and the Service of the provider, and may be performed by 
oneself. In Such a case, the provider only determines the 
Verification methods that he wants to authorize for access to 
his service(s). The present invention additionally offers that 
all components required for Verification may be arranged 
within the framework of a Self-contained unified design 
approach, either in a decentralized or centralized manner. 
Consequently, the Verification proceSS as Such proceeds 
according to a unified, internally complex design approach 
for all database areas or Services accessible via the portal, 
access to which is secured by different biometric verification 
methods. Control logic SL at the basis of the present 
invention may be expanded at any time due to its matrix-like 
Structure and may therefore be adapted immediately to 
changing Structures, both with respect to new kinds of 
biometric Verification methods as well as with respect to 
new kinds of terminals and terminal configurations. 
What is claimed is: 

1. A method for perSon/speaker verification via commu 
nications Systems on the basis of biometric verification 
methods, comprising: 

preparing an individual biometricS customer profile for 
every customer, in accordance with communications 
data and communications behavior of the respective 
customer, in which all terminals and terminal configu 
rations are Stored together with respective line identi 
fications, which are Suitable for a verification on the 
basis of biometric verification methods; 

assigning each line identification at least one biometric 
Verification method, the technical implementation of 
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which with the aid of the customer's terminal or 
terminal configuration is technically possible, all bio 
metric basic data of the customer required for a veri 
fication on the basis of possible biometric verification 
methods being queried within the framework of a 
registration process and likewise recorded in the bio 
metricS customer profile; 

Storing all Services protected via biometric Verification 
methods in a provider database together with the access 
addresses and the biometric methods authorized for 
accessing the Services, 

wherein in the event of a request on the part of a customer 
for access to a Service protected by biometric Verifica 
tion methods, via a matrix-like control logic in con 
junction with a module for determining the telecom 
munications line, on the basis of the line identification 
of the terminal of the calling customer in conjunction 
with the access number/access identification of the 
requested Service from the information Stored in the 
customer's biometricS customer profile and in the pro 
vider database, the customer is offered with respect to 
the biometric verification methods authorized within 
the framework of the requested Service, if required in 
Succession all verification options Stored in his personal 
biometricS customer profile in accordance with the 
terminals and/or terminal configurations available. 

2. The method as recited in claim 1, wherein from a 
multitude of Verification options ascertained for the cus 
tomer, the customer is offered in Succession alternative 
verification options, and the customer, following an unsuc 
cessful conclusion of a first verification attempt, is offered a 
verification method from the still available alternative veri 
fication methods, for the implementation of which a change 
of the communications connection is required. 

3. A System for perSon/speaker Verification via commu 
nications Systems, comprising: 

a control logic, having access to a voice-controlled dialog 
System having verification dialogs Stored for the query; 

a module for determining the telecommunications line; 
a biometricS customer profile database having the bio 

metricS customer profiles of all customers, and 
a provider database, 
wherein the biometricS customer profile contains the 

names of the customers, the customer's existing termi 
nals/terminal configurations together with the associ 
ated local allocations and the line identifications, the 
biometric verification methods possible for each termi 
nal or for each terminal configuration and the biometric 
basic data of the respective customer required for the 
respective biometric Verification method, and the pro 
vider database contains all acceSS numberS/access 
addresses to database areas/Services, the access to 
which is protected by biometric verification methods, 
for every protected database area/Service, all biometric 
Verification methods authorized for the acceSS being 
Stored, ready to be queried. 

4. The system as recited in claim 3, wherein the control 
logic is constructed according to the principle of a control 
matrix. 


